
Overview Market Data Distribution

Xignite Market Data Distribution for 
Market Exchanges & Data Vendors
The Xignite Market Data Distribution solution allows market 

exchanges and data vendors to renew and expand their data 

business by monetizing their historical, real-time and reference 

data using an on-demand cloud distribution platform.



Like many exchanges and data vendors today, your organization may be struggling to grow or replace lost revenues, 
expand your global reach and launch new products while lowering costs at the same time. You may also be under 
pressure to increase transparency and renew aging data distribution technologies. Xignite Market Data Distribution,  
a solution powered by the Xignite Market Data Cloud, solves these problems.

Xignite Market Data Distribution lets you reach new markets and increase customer satisfaction by offering customers 
on-demand access to data through a privately branded catalog of APIs. It lets you grow your business by easily tapping 
into new markets such as mobile app developers, remote enterprise users, High Frequency Trading (HFT) back testers and 
others. This new data distribution channel is designed to complement and expand your existing channels (i.e. feeds, files, 
terminals, etc.).

Like NASDAQ, NYSE and Direct Edge, you can take advantage of our proven solution and go to market quickly, rather 
than incur the expense and time involved to build and maintain a comparable solution in-house. Xignite Market Data 
Distribution is the solution you need to bring your data business into the 21st century.

Benefits 
•	 Serve	the	Mobile/Web	Market—APIs make it easy for developers to integrate your data with their mobile or web apps.  

Be the leader this growing segment.

•	 Deal	with	Big	Data—Stop struggling with rising storage costs. You will be able to distribute large amounts of  
tick data directly to your clients’ clouds. No more shipping hard disks.

•	 Renew	Your	Business—Overhaul embarrassing web sites built back in the 90’s. Instantly respond to your clients’  
requests for data.

•	 Go	to	Market	Quickly—Use a proven solution already powering cloud platforms for leading exchanges.  
Our team will have your solution up and running within months.

•	 Save	Time	and	Money—Xignite configures the fully managed solution to your needs, onboards the data, and  
provides ongoing monitoring and support. Focus on growing your business.

Key	Features	
•	 Fast,	Easy-to-use	APIs—multi-language, multi-standard (REST/SOAP, JSON, CSV/Excel)

•	 High	Performance—99.99% availability, highly scalable, zero maintenance

•	 Security—user authentication & entitlement management

•	 Insight—Executive dashboard with detailed analytics & reporting

•	 Reliability—24/7 system monitoring & support

•	 Marketing—SEO and campaign assistance

Renew & Expand Your Data Business

Xignite MDD powers the cloud distribution platforms of these leading exchanges

NASDAQ	QMX
•	 Award winning branded solution NASDAQ Data  

On-Demand launched within 6 months

•	 New	revenue	sources	from	historical	trade	 
and quote data distribution

•	 Distribution	to	institutional,	retail	and	 
individual investors

•	 Drastically	reduced	data	management	costs	and 

•	 More	than	12	months	of	development	time	saved

NYSE	EURONEXT
•	 Branded solution Market Data Web Services  

launched by NYSE Technologies

•	 Real-time	APIs	for	NYSE,	NYSE	Arca	and	NYSE	MKT	
reference prices and depth of book data

•	 Real-time	APIs	for	EURONEXT	Liffe	futures,	traded	 
bond prices, and order imbalances

•	 Integration	with	NYSE	Connect	iPad	application

•	 No	additional	infrastructure	costs	with	easy	 
developer integration



The Power of the Shared Market Data Cloud 
Today’s paradigm for market data distribution is inefficient. Every financial institution simply collects the same data from 
every exchange and vendor, and then deploys the same clunky onsite infrastructure to store and distribute this data to 
end users and applications. Billions of dollars are wasted re-inventing the wheel. With a global financial crisis and rapidly 
increasing data volumes, this model is not sustainable. Firms now want to store data offsite and only access what they 
need, when they need it. This is exactly the problem solved by the Xignite Market Data Cloud.

The Xignite Market Data Cloud is a shared platform running on Amazon, the world’s best public cloud. It brings together 
suppliers (exchanges and vendors) and consumers (financial institutions) and lets them contribute and consume data far 
more efficiently than ever before:

•	 Exchanges	and	vendors	use	Xignite	Market	Data	Distribution—running	on	the	Xignite	Market	Data	Cloud—to onboard their 
gold copy data such as historical trades and quotes, reference data and even real-time quotes.

•	 Large	Financial	Institutions	use	Xignite	Enterprise	Data	Distribution—
also running on the Xignite Market Data Cloud—to onboard 
and distribute their proprietary data and consume data 
contributed by exchanges.

As a shared platform, the Xignite Market Data 
Cloud generates vast efficiencies in the way each 
firm and the entire industry distribute data. 
Financial institutions can slash infrastructure costs 
while exchanges can boost revenues adding value 
for their clients. Everybody wins. You win.

Xignite MDD Makes Financial Data Distribution Easy
Your historical trade, real-time quote, and reference data 
is integrated quickly into your clients’ systems, websites 
and mobile apps

You provide instant access for any end user to start 
powering their apps with just a few lines of code.

Developers get the exact data set they need easily, saving 
time and money accessing legacy files and setting up feeds.

Your clients access your data APIs in any programming 
language using the format that works best for their app. 

Your data and APIs are hosted in the cloud by Xignite 
and presented to end users through a branded website.

Xignite on-boards, caches and manages your gold  
copy data in the cloud for optimum performance and  
global distribution.
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“By using the Xignite 

Market Data Cloud we 

can focus on what we do 

best and leave the data 

housing to Xignite.”

—Brian Murphy 
CEO and co-founder 
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About	Xignite,	Inc.
Xignite is the leading provider of market data cloud solutions. Our mission is 
to power and inspire the next generation of financial applications. The Xignite 
Market Data Cloud fulfills more than six billion requests per month and offers 
more than 40 financial web services APIs providing real-time, historical, and 
reference data across all asset classes. Xignite’s APIs power financial applications, 
mobile apps, websites and operational functions for more than 1,000 clients 
worldwide. The company’s award-winning platform also powers private label 
data distribution solutions for financial institutions, market exchanges and  
data vendors.


